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Cage th badger and he will try co break from his prison and

o regain his native hole. Chain the eagle to the ground -- he

will strive to gain his freedom, and though he fails, he Will lift

up his head and look up to the sky which is home .

Navajo Headman, 1368
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In trod uc t on

The NavNavajo -)ulat,70- ,000) occupi-a Z5

miles of land (app _m-tely the of Wost

three states

United States.

The Navajos comprise "the latgest, wealtni most energetic

-ic d Utah)

squa

straddling

1 esCE',1rn

tribe in America .

"The p a is nothing than phenomenal. The

have repeatedly demonstrated that the are able learners and adaptors.

They display ectraordinary rsp city remarkable physical stamina

and superior ntelle-t The symphonic ur<ctioniug of chair inhe

aggressiveness, deeetn scion, and s faith has made it possible

for then to advance- against overwhelming odds, far beyond the progress

attained by other Indian tribes."

This gloving tribute, en ohn Upton Terrell in his book

The __;Ayllcl, d ©e not overstate the ease. The ac rievements of the

Navajo people throughout their long history have been-many and outst.ndin g,

In spite of this, the Navajo reservation can be likened today to

a d oping nation within the hnunderies of

the lens inh

ad States with all

underdeve pnent: poverty, disease, igno rance,

unemployment, substandard housing, etc. This situation is due largely

to the fact that the federal, stare, and local governments have failed,

for a variety reasons to live up

Navajo people.

here is this more an? eat than n their

their responstbilit

icaliy, mentally, and emotio

"peen all b

and ada nis_ acion.

ally

d in go -nment planei

of the phy5

ajo. Their problems

a7Aing, fu- lag,



s i tun dually b,,t.jinnin ,:'.ha Imo_ are Nave]

parents of the handi

b---

like tiler = ^.rice n paruta bef-o:, them,

re of their rights and their responsibilities to rheir

children. Under their presaute, pvernment a,enefes have slowly begun

to bend to the needs ot= nand:

In the spri

p Native Americans.

1976, the fit, : er-T bal Symp sium sn the

subject of handicapped Native Amoric old at Window Rock, Arizona

the Navajo reservation. Sponsor d by the __no (The Peope=Navajo)

Associa of Retarded Citizens n the caooe and supp

the President's Commitree on ?-utal _= 1. __. 1 is ymposium bra_

tOge her handicapped Native Xmericans, their parents, friends and

advocates from all over States for ihr-la days of disc ssio-

This volume is an outgrowth of that -.e-ting. By examining the

situation of the bandies. e Navajo, it is ho ed that some light will

be shed on the unique problams of all handicapped Native Americans.

It is further hoped

government 6

renewed effort will be made on the part

it its responsibility is this area and work wit'

Native americans to impr e e lei: of their handicapped.
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The Handicacoed in America

Americans have a 1on tradItion of neglect and ill-treatment of

the handicapped. (for the purposes of our discussion, the term handi

capped will encompass the phyically disabled, mentally retarded,

emotionally disturbed and/or mentally ill.) This behavior is rooted

in centuries-old cultural attitudes and prejudices our founding fathers

brought with them from Europe, where those who were considered "abnormal"

were society's outcasts. Throughout history the handicapped have been

shunned or hidden from view in attics, closets and dungeons.

Although our methods of treating the handicapped have undergone

profound changes in the two hundred years since the founding of the

xmerican republic, the attitudes of the American people have not always

kept apace. In fact, they have in the end prevented the kind of pro-

gress in treatment of handicapping conditions on a national scale that

we are caoable of It is not that we lack the knowledge or the skill

needed to improve the lot of the handicapped; what we have lacked as a

nation is the social, emotional and financial comaitment needed to achieve

a better life for our handicapped.

In colonial America, it was not uncommon for physical or mental ab-

normalities to be regarded with suspicion, as the works of the devil, or

signs of witchcraft.

During the eighteenth century a period known as the Age of Ealight

enment in Europe) a new spirit 7 scientific ir
.

lead ti the exploration

of the tru.e origins of physa, 1-d enal abnonealicies and the subse.cuent

debunking if Tany of the prevailing my:Its regarding them.



The ph i1 _tlthrupis ts of the tit_ Lh more humane

treat lent of the ha dic buLl

and cared for

cJuld he housed

The twentieth century sa'd the intrayuct -On J f the concept of

cation to the lanicon diaal cre the goal of rehabilitation is

the rn Leta restor the nand- apped to full and useful lives,

handicapped Americans today have o ry about accusations

wi =aft, they are still not able to participate fully in the main-

stream of American life. The promise of independence held out to them in

the early part of this century has not yet become a reality for the majority

of handicpped Americans. :'lany are still housed in outmoded titutions

that have never otfared more than minimal custodial care. Education, en-

lightened health care, opportunity -- the tools necessary for

independent

beyond tha grasp

time to exist on the

and the things t: he ity of us take for Brat re

t n tuber of the disabled. As a result, they con-

es of society.

Around the middle of this century, parents of handicapped children

dissatisfied with the limited future facing their children began to organize

into groups f winning for their children the opportunities

other children took for grzinted, 0 ti co n- such as the Na al Association

for Retarded

Palsy

!rational- Federation of the Blind, and United Cerebral

out of these early parent meetings. Where they found a lack of public

facilities for the care of t. h =ir children,

own. Xany privat

r oriel,

'per h srz_ Crtes,-

was in the area of public edLcation regard,- the

funds and built h.,

4nostic centers, residential scheela .eperea-

con di

e founded by __ese grouns.

ial :..are tours made

nature or d_sabl

This __for= :-Idne =0 aize



and laid the grou<ndt .iorl for scent daveLpnents in advocacy for the

riaaclit app ed _

trt the 1960's having taken their cue from the successes of

the Blecle: c vi L rights movement, the hand_i p ad and their supporters

changed t air tactics. Instead of devotLng all their efforts to the

cre of alternative facilti.e _r-or th e disabled, they began to demand

thei.r right to access to p 61-Lc foc 11cle s. They lobbied for state and

federal 1 egislation that would protect the rights of the disabled to

services such as _free public educat-ior7 and adequa eatent in public
health faciLiti es = In addition, they tool legal action in the courts

agal..ns t those titiutions that refLlsed tn art in accordance with the

ire the 1970' the handicapped =henise2les became more publicly active

t heir c a -se- they beigari to spew ut and organize in their ot.in behalf.

W 'min a short tine, they eanaged to wiz Linprecedented public recognition

and support

5

cause_ A___Ithou5h they still have far to go, tnay stand

closer to their goal of achieving fill ciriaen

The

Long before the Furopea -n sett L arrived on our sho

40 t1-1 Neer icen corr ti_rient was p ed by at variety of peoples

ancestors had mi-grated t om Che st centuries before. These groups car-

rled with them chair own special attdtudes toward and ways cf dealing with

ptiysica-1 and men_ta. ebno for th e purposes of our discussion, we

1 he focusing on one particular rr oup o f Native ericans, who at one

roamed Eree ly throughout t<he seLit t -- the Na

In order to understand the e7]:0 at,cituda toward disability it is

necessary to kno-4 so=e_ abo r the c tare, philosophy, And outlook



on life, the Navajo s haves a heat sense of them position the natural

order. eir traditional be lief that Nature is all-pow ful and

fraught with hidden d.aners, and tat they can do nothing but submit to

its irretorable NriLl, (rhis relief has a strong basis in reality, for

the life of the Nava] o has trad itiomally been atarled by severe physical

hardship and bare subsi

the white

technology.

t.Turthermore, unLike nosc whites, the Navajo does not recognize

arty kind of duality in man For hill there is no separation between

ene This attLtude , of ccurrse, alien to

-.rho seeks to conque r. nature through Iris ever-expanding

body and spirit; people re neither good nor evil, but a combination

of both; religion is not something separate from, but a vital part of

day to day Life. The Na-vajo

on

not pLac e any great emphasis on an

afterlife; it is s counts. ±d Navajo moral

t based onoepts, but - o tad in thee. reality of the given

situation.

C iv-en the a ttL

noted for hei

strength and the at7ilicy to s are gr. a valued, (Conversely,

death andamd illness --E they ajos` pr_

y

Is u=nderstandable that the Navajos are

atic, practical approach _ life, and that health,

y fears .) Ac,. to an

pologi.sts CLyde hohn and Dorothea Leighton ill their book The .a.vetl,

health is rope rtant t© the Na-iaj ri be

can' t wo you don't w

Xuch of tiavajo ra

physica

nente in the Navajo cornunit

The crtdi tiona tajo

a IIIf u aren't healthy you

6

starve, Industry is ano lousi.y value

rf_tua 1 is de -o d to 11 aling a=nd the pro

The mlicirlo. man

o zon.ceoL of

ial ,origins of illness or di. sh

si

ion of orotls

or ho

For all izi iury or disaas=1



supernatural in origin, and comes from sources outside he individual.

The violation of a taboo, the attack or an offended ghost, and witch-

craft are considered the most cc: auses of illness, inj__ y and death.

In the case of illness or injury the medicine man is celled upon to as-

certain the cause and then effect a cure via the appropriate ceremony,

which often takes many days to complete. Because the Navajo looks

upon the human being as an indivisible whole, these healing ceremonies

are devoted the cure

afflicted parts body

It is easy for whites

hole person, rather than the individually

iss the Navajo "treatment" of physical

ailments as primitive and worthless, and this was the general attitude

of early dical practitioners among the gavajo. But modern medi-

cal science has begun to recognize the genuine lue of such treatment

in the many cases of illness .at are psychosomatic in origin, The

beneficial qualities of cany Navajo herbal medicines have also been

recognized.

The Navajo' traditional attitudes regarding health have both helped

and hindered his acceptance of modern medicine. His overriding desire

or good health has made him responsive to the white man's help in this

area, but his differing views as to the origins and cures of illness

have kept hi.m away from the white man's hospital. E?e has traditionally

preferred treatment at the hands of the revered medicine man looki

upon hospitalization as a treatment of last resort. High death rates

=lent hospitals (attributable in part to the Navajo's delay in

seeking treatment) have made the Ne'lajo even m ore fearful, and further

discouraged h use of these faciliti

nut, as noted earlier, the Navajos arm a host practical

and it is their p a6 atism that has evailed in the long !-un uhenp



comes to seeking proper health care. As they have become convinced

the efficacy f modern medicine, they have come to accept it with

greater ease.

This kind of positive response to modern practices Ls characte

of the Navajo, and extends to many areas other than medi

tJ.on, technology and so on. Once something

-duca-

proven beneficial to the

Navajo, he wants it. This ability to adapt to new ideas and ways of

doing things is not shared by all Native Aice

and Leighton,

by the alacrity,

impact of white culture ill preserving the framework of their

_ cultural organization."

Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, our government has not

always been able or willing to supply the Navajo with the kinds of public

services and facilities he has been encouragedto desire. It is safe to

that the quality of public health car- delivery, education, and nearly

important blic services an the reservation has historically lag e

behind that of the rest of the nation by at least twenty years.

Thus, in many ways the peobloos confronting the parents of handicapped

Navajos parallel those faced by the ce dle-class parents who started

organizing twenty years ages, Their primary goal -- equal access to public

services for all Navajo handicapped chat they may become productive

the Navajos are distin

According -to Kluckhohn

d among American Indians

e ease with which they have adjusted to the

members of society -- is -er air

all Native Amer

Po our society,

ao-lutions.

same. But because Navajos, and

ve on or near servations occupy a unique

ems of it handicapped demand unique
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-En

andicLITItlia4hts Movement

In order to better understand the problem under discussion, is

would be a good idea to take a closer look at the similarities and

differences between the present plight of the handicapped Native

American and that of the disabled white middle-class American in the

1950's. 'Mere is much that those concerned with alleviating the dif-

ficulties of the handicapped Native kmarican can Learn from chose who

pioneered the field of h-ndicapped rights. But because of tY e many

ways in which life on the Indian reservation differs from the

stream of American society, the Native n will have to adapt

what he learns to his .rn special needs, and adore altogether new

solutions to his unique situation.

First let us look at the similarities. The ti's_ parent organizers

of a quarter century _,a faced with the problem 0E a lack easily

accessible public services. Their handicapped children could not attend

the local public school, because there were no special education services,

or support personnel available; the local hosoitaj

unequipped to pray

_e =al center was

ecial treatment the ,andca.pped child needed;

and local social service agencies were unwilli

the guidance they needed

unable to give parents

ndi g acceptable alternatives (where they

existed) for ,_heir children. xhe only alternative available all but

the vary wealthy was to send the handica

boarding school or state hospital.

a-ely, pub1i ' icut

ild to a --sida-tiai

few and far between,

and parents often had to send their children undreds of miles from their

ho l _. in many cases conditions ia instotut Tns were little better



than those in the lums Ifsn epics" as they were called of

the nineteenth centu'.7y. Overcrowding, underseaffing and underfunding

all combined to 'e life in many institutions intolerable. There

was no real education provided at the residential school; no real

treatment given in the stare hospital. At best, institutionalized

children were given custodial care; they were clothed and fed, and

watched over so they wouldn't coma t

staged, forced ' for institot- s

At worst, they were

and physically

abused.

In the 1950's and 60's a growing sense of outrage at the unres on-

siveness of public agencies to the plight of t eir children lead parents

of the handicapped to seek legal sol 7 to their problems. They and

their children had

-10

just l=ike any other citizens -- rights guaranteed

by the Constitution -- and they were going see that those rights were

at long lase recognized and protected.

In the past 20 years disabled rights advocates have won a series

of landmark court decisions that have profoundly effected the lives of

disabled Americans. these rulings have established important legal

precedents that all those interested in the disabled -- including handicapped

Native Americans -- should be aware of. Two of the moat far- reaching rulings

were

qyatt v_Stickney This was a class action suit brought in 1970 on behalf

of all mentally ill and mentally retarded persons confined in institutions

Alabama. the first time the conatitutianal right to treatment was

upheld in a court of law. The pr---,sid;. jU this case, Frank M. Johnson,

ruled that public insCituz:ionS purporting to provide care and treatm n

the handicapped had a res li:y :o do so, and to do it in a humane
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environment. He stated further that such institutions had to provide

more than mere custodial care. It was their job to provide residents

with the training and care a lead "a meaningful life and

return to soci e ty. " Furthermore, such care and treatment should

be provided for in a location and setting as close to normal as possible.

Retarded Citizens Commonwealth of Penns ivania

This was a class action suit brought in federal court on behalf of fourteen

recorded children denied a free public education. In its decree the court

recognized the right of mentally retarded children to access to public

education. Furthermore the court stipulated that no child's educational

status could be changed without prior notice to his parents, who could then

challenge that change in a formal hearing. 1972 class action suit,

Mills v. Board -of Education picked up where the

PARC case left off. court's decision extended the PARC ruling to cover

all those who suffered from any Icind of physical or emotional handicap.)

In addition to strengtheni- -eir rights via court rulings parents and

advocates for the disabled have been instrumental in the passage

great deal of local, state and federal legislation beneficial to their

cause. Major federal t=o:-, pertinent to the cause includes:

Education All andicaooad Chil dren Act (FL 94-142)

This law strengthened and broadened the coverage of previo s la ion

regarding education for t l handicapped, and ex ended the federal govern

ideological and financial commitme-L to a disabled right to education.

Ir requires -
-qui each state to guarantee flzree

appropriate

and an %nth:A dualized ed%ca:ion prozra

ages three

nblic educati

its handicapped children

teen by September 1, 1973, and to all handicapped children



from three to twenty-one b September 1, 1980. The act further

stipulates that there shall be no unnecessary removal of children

with disabilities from the no al school environment.

Rehabilita 73 - This is perhaps the most itiportant piece

of disabled rights legislation passed to date. It is considered to

be the disabled Bill of Rights. Section 504 or the act prohibits dis--

crimination against the handicapped "under any program or activity

receiving federal financial assistance." The ramifications of this

piece of islation are _ =ed to touch every aspect of American

life from education, to employment, to the construction of private

housing as well as public buildings.

ke2!laarlID2141112ablad Assistanc and Bill of Rights Act of 1975

(FL 94-103) This act addresses the problem of finding alternatives

to the almost automatic practice of institutionalizing the disabled.

It requires that each state design a plan "to eliminate inappropriate

placement in institutions of persons with developmental disabilities,

and to imp

persons

ve tie quality of care and the state of surroundings z

nom institutional care is appropriate." In addition the

act requires that treatment, services and habilitation for the develop-

mentally disabled be geared toward developing their full potential.

Under the law, each state must come up w En an acceptable plan for

carrying this out in order to qualify for federal grants for programs

and projects designed to improve services for the disabled in the areas

of housing, ftc, trai ing, education, transportation, ezpiOymenc,

counseling and recreation.



kes the Nava'o Situation Unio
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h all the Legal precedents established in the field of disabled

rights within the last twenty years, one might be tempted to conclude

that the handicapped Native American should have little difficulty ob-

taining the services he needs. conclusion would be erroneous because

the many profound differences that separate the average reservation

Indian from the rest of American society, These differences have prevented

benefits of disabled rights litigation and legislation from reaching

the disabled Native American.

The approxi ly zillion Native Americans who reside in this

country constitute an ethnic minority and they suffer from the same

kinds of prejudices and problems facing other minorities, such as blacks

and hispenics. These include poverty, high unemployment, substandard

housing, lack of education, poor health and exclusion from the mainstream

of American life. For the Indian living on an isolated reservation these

problems are particularly acute.

One recent visitor described a typical Indian reservation in this

manner:

An Indian reservation can be characterized as an
open-air slum. It has a feeling of emptiness and
isolation. There are miles and miles of dirt or
gravel roads without any signs of human life. The
scattered Indian communities are made up of scores
of tarpaper shacks or log cabins with one tiny window
and a stove pipe sticking out of a roof that is
weighted down with pieces of metal and automobile
tires. These dwellings, each of then home for six
or seven persons, often have no electricity or ruani
water -- sometimes not even an outhouse.

I: has bean estinared that three-quarters of all housing Indian

reservations is substandard half of it is beyond repair. The typical_

Navajo home, the hogan, consists of one windowless room of lag mud
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construction with a dirt floor. It has nc running water, adequate waste

disposal, plumbing of any sort. Navajos often have to carry water

several miles, and half of them are forced to draw their wate Po-

-jelly contaminated sources.

Less than 20% of Navajo homes have electricity. For heating and

cooking the Navajo depends on an open fire or a make-shift stove constructed

from a kerosene drum.

Over half the Navajo reservation is barren desert, and 15% of it is

totally inaccessible. Traveling n Nevajoland is a difficult and often

perilous undertaking. Distances are not measured in miles, but according

to the conditions of the roads to be traversed. There are few adequately

paved roads. Snow

summer are co_ road blo

winter, mud ia the spring, and floods in the

Despite the vast size of the Navajo reservation, it is, in fact, over-

populated. There many people to

Navajo occupations, farming and sheep

d in the traditional

ding, by the land's rapidly dwindling

res ces Con equently, unemployment on tie Navajo reservation -- as is the

case on all reservations quite high, In 1970 only 40% of the Navajo

reservation's labor force was employed, compared to 94% for the general popu-

lation. In that same year, one -fifth of all reservation Indians received

welfare payments. This was four times the proportion of the total population.

Over 60% of reservation Navajos had incomes below the poverty level; and the

mean annual income was between $700 and $900.

Another significant barrier that f

American society is language.

r alienates the Navajo

of Navajo thought and expression

totally unlike that of the European." The Navajo tongue, like the

thought processes of the Navajo people is much more specific a.nd concrer

Char; the more abstract and arc la In addition it



largely an oral language. No alphabet or written t vajo language existed

until quite recently. These differences in thought and ssion naka

communication between the Navajo and the American cultures difficult,

Perhaps the most significant factor contributing to the Navajo's

alien status in our society is the unique relationship reservation Indians

have with the United States government. The Navajo Nation is just that --

a separate national entity within the United States that is not subject to

the laws of the states wherein its lands lie. The federal government alone

is responsible for administering to the Indian rese. rva.t on and establishing

policy with regard to tie Indians residing there.

in 1824, John C. Calhoun, Secretary of War, established an Indian ©ffice

whin the War Dep nt to oversee the administration of Indian land

1832 the Congress created the position of Con issioner of Indian Affairs,

and in 1834 it created a Department of Indian Affairs for the Commissioner

to preside over. In 1849 the Department was transferred to the Jurisdiction

of the Depart ent of the Interior.

In the past, the Indian Affairs chief reported to an Assistant Secretary

in the Interior Department and was left out of policy-making decisions coon-

rnin.g Indians. But in the fall of 1977, the top position in the 3 _ au of

Indian Affairs was elevated to a full Assistant Seer a Indian A airs

within the De

the subject

tmeat. The Bu eau's adminis ra

-eat controversy and criticism si

of Indian Affairs has been

-ablishment, and

it is hoped that the New Assistant Secretary, Forest 3. Gerard, himself full-

blooded Blackfoot from Montana (who now holds the highest public office assigned

Indian since Charles Cur

able to work

ter -ts.

was elected lee- -sidemt in 1928) will b

:loser harmony with promotion of their best



In essence the BIA embodies the judicial, legislative and executive

branches of state and federal
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nt all rolled into one for the vari-

ous reservations. rhe Bureau is supposed to protect and develop reserva-

tion resources and provide a full array of public services ranging from

road building to education, while working with the tribes toward their

eventual autonomy.

The Diareaufs record of ccess has not been good. For evidence one

need only Look at current conditions on reservations, and the fact that

most Indian tribes, including the most advance among them, such as the

Navajo, ar-e no where near ach.eving any kind of independence.

All these factor

erty, mass

poor living conditions, abject pov-

unemployment, Language barriers, poor federal administration --

are what make the plight of t<he Navajo, particularly the handicapped Navajo,

unique. (The connection between

s correlates -- malaut

is well known.) These factors prevent the Navajo parent from giving his

handicapped child the special attention he needs. In a family where the

father is unemployed, and there are several hungry mouths to feed, the _ e-

cial problems of the handicapped child necessarily have a very low p-'

al factors such as poverty and

. wdiag, disease -- and disability

They just don't seem the 'jet

Under such adverse conditions, parents do not have tine leisure to consid

the plight of their handicappe hildren, or develop the political and legal

sophistication needed to do anything about it. Most parents of handicapped

children oil the Navajo reservation are not even aware that there are any

services available to their children, what procedures are in 1 d in gaining

access to them, or that they are entitled to receive these services by law.

They have snsr likely never heard of Wyatt v Stic'.n-ev or the Developmental

Disabilitie ct. And t s Y. oava still unwilling



or unable to overense t cultural barriers prevenu them from recog

ic4ne man cannot cure.

As a result, Navajo parents hay not generally been as re-si.ve in

demanding their rights as have middle-class cuuterparts. It is only

recently, as organizations such as the DARC have begun to educate parents

nizing their handicapped child has a problom
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of the handicapped regarding their rights on a large scale, that they have

come to understand their position and seek equal opportunity and access to

public services and facilities for their children.





Services and Facilities

In any discussion of handicapped, the issue of access to public
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faciLities and services must be of paramount interest. Inadequate education,

treatment and rehabilitav ion facilities, appropriate housing and so

on are what keep the handicapped outside the mainstream of society.

These problems are much more acute for he handicapped Native American,

who lives on a reservation where services and facilities for the general

population are below standard. The needs of the handicapped under these

circumstances have been given little, if any, attention. On the Navajo

reservation, for example, there are virtually no public facilities or serv-

ices specifically designed for the handicapped.

To better understand the current plight of the handicapped Native

American it is necessary to be familiar with the history of the provision

of needed public se7 to the reservation. Perhaps the two most basic

services needed by the handicapped, particularly the handicapped child, are

education and health care.

Education

In 1946 the former Commissioner of Indian airs, John Collier, wrote

the following in an introdu to

Evelyn. C. Adams:

ican Indian Education by

Indian education is as old as Indian
life. This means fifteen or twenty
thousand years old in America. In the
archaic primitive community, education
was the supreme overriding social imper-
ative. By education is here meant the
forming, the releasing and the condition-
ing of she pars alisy,

= . the social group as a whole was the
school of every growing mind = . The
practical and the religious, the manual
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and the intellectual, the individLal and
the social were not moored from each other
but flowed as one complex integrated func-
tion within the Indian grouo.

Mr. Collier placed particular emphasis on the integral part education

plays in Native American life. For th Indian, education touches all as-

pests of personal development. It involves thF total person and his rela-

tionship with his family, the community and the natural world.

This is quite different from the European approach to education which

has been adopted n this country, and which stresses the development of the

intellect at the epease of all other aspects of the individual's personality.

in t

The white man's complete for the wishes of the Native American

matter, and his arrogant determina:ion to 'orce his alien approach

to education on the Native American have been the cause of much conflict.

As fir, Collier wrote further on in his introduction, the whole thrust of early

attempts by white Americans to educate the "backward" Indian was to "remake

'ale Indian into a European personality." Such an approach could not help but

fail.

The first European settlers came the American southwest, the tradi-

tional home of the Navajo, in the seventeenth century. They were from Spain

and they brought pries- with them who established the first schools --

mission schools -- for the Navajo. Their holy purpose, as they saw it, was to

civilize the savages through Christian education, and some thought this could

be brought about through the eradication of the Navajo culture.

The Navajos successfully rebelled against the Spanish intruders, but the

inevitable penetration of the white man's customs and culture had begun, and

it was only a matter e the Navajos would be engulfed by the

white invasiot



nearly 200 years of conflict between whites and Navajos in

the southwest, in 1868, an historic treaty was concluded between the

Navajo Nation and the United States /ernment. In return for many

promises made by the government, che Navajos agreed to end their attacks

on white settlements and to settle peacefully on a reservation that en-

compassed much of their traditional tribal lands. One of the provisions

of the treaty, which was standard in most Indian agreements of the day,

had to do with educaiio. Artical VI of the treaty reads as folio -:

In order to insure the civilization of the Indians
entering into this treaty, the necessity of educa-
tion is admitted, especially of such of them as may
be settled on said agriculaural parts of this reser-
vation, and they therefore pledge themselves to
compel their children, make and female, between the
ages of si=c and sixteen years to attend school; and
it is hereby made the duty of the agent for said
Indians to see that this stipulation is strictly
complied with; and the United States agrees that,
for every thirty children between said ages who can
be induced or compelled to attend school, a house
shall be provided, and a teacher competent to teach
the elementary branches of our English Education shall
be furnished, who will reside among said Indians, and
faithfully Lischarge his or her duties as a teacher.

-90

This Article which "was contained to illustrate the Great White Father's

profound desire to provide for his ignorant red wards an opportunity to

develop and progress" was never really lived up to by the United States

Government, and it became a major source of discord between the Navajos

and the government.

"Civilization" is the key concept in rticle VI and the Indian peace

policy fos Fresidnat Grant and his successors. Ear "civilization"

is meant hers the e term nation of Indian culture and the assimilation

the Indian into the now dominant . ice cul

7n 1887 Cc

metes

bras passed the Compuis

Navajo educateducational sysce,

7 I ian Education law and

210 the aspects of a ,=-3.1



system."

separated Er-it his parents, and his culture, and ndoetrineted into

the white man's ways, he could then be absorbed into the mains

thought that if the young Indian child was completely

white society. In order to facillt,11

_am

this policy the government en-

teblished boarding schools away from the reservation and its influences

where very young children were sent to he educated.

In 1882 a boarding school managed by missionaries was established

at Fort Derian_s in New Mexico. In 1890 another school t up at
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Grand Junction, Colorado. These two schools ware meantwere to serve the needs

of all the Indians of the southwest. (At that time, however, it as

uncommon for a Navajo child to be sent as far away as California or

Pennsylva _ be educated.)

Navajo children are often forced to attend these schools withon

parental consent. In some cases, Navajo parents d to send the?

children to hoarding schools were arrested. (=t would seem that Navajos

were somehow considered exempt from the protection of the Constitutional

right to due process.)

When they were at the peak of their popularity at the close of the

nineteen century, as many as - boarding schools were opened in one

year (1885). In spite of mounting criticism against boarding schools

(much of it coming from Navajos) at this time, they continued to be the

dominant mode of Indian education until the 193c0's

These schools were infamous for their treatment of those they were

supposedly designed to educate. Children were forbidden to -peak their own

language and a kind of milit

solitary confinement were nor

discipline prevailed. Ankle chains and

-on fogs of punishment. Children

housed in overcrowded bar acks-like dormitories and made to engage in

manual labor for the support of the school. (A parallel can be drawn to



many institutions for the mentally ill and disabled whore such practices

and conditions continue even today.)

In addition to the perpetration of these abuses, the policy of

assimilation precluded any effort to prepare students for life on the

reservation, although statistics show that at least 95 of the students

who attended hoarding schools returned to the reservation upon completion

of their education. Commissioner Francis E. Leupp (1904-1909) was the

first government official to openly attack the boarding schools, calling

them "educational almshouses.'

In 1923, the Brooking institute undertook a study of Federal admini-

stration to the Indians. Its findings were present I in the Meriam Report

(named for the director of the project, Lewis M. Meriam) which is considered

a classic in the field of Indian Administration. The Report "exposed the

outmoded teaching methods, primitive housing facilities for the students,

staff cruelties toward the Indians, and the requirements that malnourished

children work half a day in laundries, dairies and shops." The Report

singled out the policy of assimilation through separation as inhumane and

unworkable.

These and other disclosures regarding the government's poor admini-

stration of Indian affairs lead to the reerganicat the Indian Office.

Some improvements were made in conditions at hoarding schooli, and impetus

was given to the growing movenent for the establishment of on- res ervation

day schools.

In site these improvements, h o never, in 1934, out of a school age

population of 18,000 Indians, over 3,000 attended no school at . And

construction of day schools on the reservation, beg n in 1935 with WPA funds

was severely curtailed with th _--: of world iar II.



Gradually, however, federal educaclon-1 le shifted to the

reservation. The 1950's saw --sumptio- of construction of day

schools. In addition, many students enrolled in stste public schools

located on the Navajo reservat op. But because of the vast area en-

compassed by the reservation, the isolation of settlements and the

general scarcity of educational facilities, manny students were forced

to board dormitories near the new schools during the week and were

able to return home only on weekends. yi,ny of these dormitories fos-

tared the same conditions found in the off-reserva tion boarding school

overcrowding, harsh distil}lin, etc.

Today, although Navajo school attendance nas more than tripled

since 1950, the quality of education offered on the reservation con-

tinues to lag _ind the national standard. On July 8, 1970, President

Nixon issued this statement:

The first Americans -- the Indians are the
most deprived and the most isolated minority
group in our nation. On virtually every scale
of measurement -- employment, income, education,
health -- the condition of the Indian people
ranks at the bottom . One of the saddest
aspects in Indian life in the United States is
the low quality of Indian education.

In 1972, although it -a-7- estimated that 647 out of a possible

57,144 Navajo children between the ages of five and eighteen were at-

tending school, the median education level adult Navajo remained

at a fifth grade level. This is opposed to the national median of

twelve ye2-s fin addition, no other grou k
n.noLd`In at time to

ha e a median of less chat eight :ears, and cwen -fiv-e other t

groups had median years or more.

why does the Navajo have such as astoundingly poor educational

showing? The reasons are man Among the more traditional reasons



given are: poverty (no money tzL b oks, etc); cramped 1 iag conditions

(nc place to study); lack of eleccrcity; (no light to read by) ; low

motivation (why bother to get an education if you won't be able to get

a job when you are finished); no parental support (the parents need

the wages older children can earn); and the Navajo's difficulty in learn

ing English.

All of these factors contribute to what has been called the "progressive

academic retardation" of the Navajo student. The language barrier is one

of the most mportant contributors to academic failure among Navajos,

because it effects the students entire progress throughout the bc-a

dominated school system.

According to 1974 Bureau of Indian Affairs figures, 70% of Navajo

children entering school cannot function in Eng on a first grade level,

yet they are expected to learn in a system where English predominates. No

course in the Navajo language is offered in any of the BIA schools on

reservation, and formal bilingual education almost unheard of. This

situation persists in spite of the fact that it has been proven oonclus

that there is a direct correlation between the Indian child's ability

score well on tests, such as the I.Q "and his experience and famil-

iar# ty with the language and values of the white cultu Those Indians

who score well are usually those who come from families who speak English

and have a "relatively high education level."

The Indian child who is not so fortunate is handicapped from the

start of his education because:

The relation between the written and spoken word
often eludes Ulimi since he may have been brought
up without any realization than oral sounds have
counnerparts in symbols on a piece of paper. He
may have never seen books, agazines, musical scores,
or written numbers before he entered a classroom.
Under these conditions teaching him English is more
complicated than teaching a French or German child
who understands such relationships.

i.

y
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The problem i.s further compounded for the avajo child, becaase

the vast difference- between Navajo lany_lage and thoug2ht, and

English eNpression.

All available evidence indicates that Native Americans have the

same basic ntal capacity as non - Indians irregardless of their showing

on I.Q. tests. Such tests "reflect 'normal' exposure to books, En English

conversation, and even material gad- ets, none of which are common to

underprivileged homes, Indian or not . Hence academic tests cannot

ad absolute reflection of an Indian pupil's native t -nce.

the apparent prevalence of "mental retardation among Indians,

y Navajo, students is precipitated by socio- economicparticularly cultural

factors,

fr

r than hereditary physiological ones. The inci.de.nce of

is retardation a ._rive .americans does not differ signifi , tly

n- -Indians. It is the rate of functional retardation, and learning

disabilities that is inordinantly high.

Statistics show that the academic achievements of Indian students

first few years of school appear to be on a oar with non-Indians,

but by the fourtL de this achievement begins to decline and continues

to do so through high school.

Another major factor contributing to the poor educational shot

Navajos is the lack of an integrated school system on the reservation.

variety of schools and education programs exist side by side on the res

vation, incl ding the BIA school system (searing approximately 25,000

students), the public school districts found in the three states the

reservation straddles (aopro'mately 30,000 students), several pri V-

pr =a ily religiously affiliated -- operated schools (approximately 1,000

students). "Ea ethic- tional program has its ot hierarchical structure,
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levels of responsibilities, lines of autho_icv, rules, regulationA,

procedures and standards."

This diversity of educational services does not lend itself to

asy co nation of educational programs or the development of

uniform curriculum. The differing systems offer overlapping services

on certain parts of the reservation, other areas go without needed

services. (In 1972 the Navajo Nation established the Navajo Division

of Education. Its ultimate goal is the establishment of uniform edu

cation standards for all schools on the reservation within a single

education system to be regulated by the tribe itself. Until this goal

is accomplished Navajo education will continue to suffer as a result

of the chaos within the present reservation school system.)

It is the BIA school system on the Navajo reservation, however,

that deserves the brunt of the blame for the poor educational showing

of the Navajo. This is because the BIA school system has served the

reservation longer than any of the other systems, it has the high

single enrollment Navajo students, and has as its sole purpose the

education of the Navajo. Furthermore, 31A expenditures on educat

per pupil have been considered high in recent veers when measured

against national standards. (Federal appropriations for Indian edu-

cation average over $100 million per year. 7c should also be noted

here that the BIA school system operated like a fifty-first state in

that it comes under the direct jurisdiction of the federal government,

independent of the var SC and receives no funding

m the states in which its ools are located.)

In spite of these high appropriations, many federal schools fail

to meet any recognized establish standards accreditation.



Why is the quality of education offered at BIA_ schools so poor?

Why do they fail to meet the .special needs of the Indian? One major

reason is the DIA Division of Education's traditional unwillingnesc,

or inability to understand these special needs. It has throughout

its history been committeL to --he promotion of standard American edu-

cation among Indian populations without any consideration its

appropriateness.

In addition, Door coordination between the BT? Education

offices in Washington and the field has made it almost impossible to

acquire the kind of info -- ration needed to make necessary changes.

Adequate data on the quality of Indian education, curriculum, achieve-

ment and so on just does not axis As one observer- of the situation

nas written, "statistics that are sen,_ from the field Co Washington

are adequate only for running the Departent of Education not for

evaluating the quality of education."

Other serious problems affecting the quality of 31A. education

services are the rapid turnover in teachers and the lack of adequate

support personnel, such as psychologists, guidance counselors, and

social workers. Turnover among BIA teachers is nearly double that of

public schools and is especially acute in isolated areas such as the

Navajo reservation. is a result of the hiring of inexperienced

teachers, dissatisfaction with non-competitive pay and vacation time,

and inadequate orientation to reservation life, language, customs and

living conditions

The effects of the shortas

may be even more acute.

behavior problems becau _

wort personnel in 3Ik schools

7radian studetis develop psychological and

difficulty they have adjusting to an



education system dominated by the values and practices of an alien

culture. when these problems become so severe they cannot be

handled in the regular classroom (if a student becomes disruptive,

for example) that child is ordinarily sent to an o Vet?:

boarding school. Between 1963 and 67, twenty -five percent of the

students attending the Albuquerque Indian School were ent there

because of emotional problems. Other students were there for a

variety of reasons, including broken homes, retardation, etc.

In spite of the obvious need for support services, in 1968 the

BIA employed only one psychologist for the entire BIA school system.

Twn workers were also employed at C cime, klthough the

number of guidance counselors is higher (173 in 1968) there still

aren't enough to meet the need and most of the counselors have been

used inefficiently. They have been forced by circumstances (severe

personnel shortages) to perforU.L the tasks of dormitory aides. In

addition, many individuals employed as guidance counselors by the

BIA Lack the standard qualifications and training for the job.

The BIA school system has also failed to deliver adequate

vocational education, remedial education and adult education serr

ices to the Native American in spite of the obvious need. (One

would think that adult and remedial education would be a priorZty

on the Navajo reservation where the majority of adults have mat

gone past the fifth grade, a majority of students drop out of school

before they complete high school and progressive academic retardation

idespread.) Vocational education is largely limited to

hoarding schools where studentstudent who are social problems or se el./

retarded academically are sent. The e*,; courses ffere



other BIA schools are for the most part woefully outdated as regards

equipment used and skills taught.

These are but a few of the major problems afflicting the BIA

school system. The list of inadequacies seems almost endless.

One wonders where Indian parents have been all these years that the

government has been foisting an education system on their children

that has done them more harm than good, that has been a part of the

problem of Indian acculturation rather than the solution. The reasons

for Indian's, particularly the Navajos', seeming abandonment of their

children to the BIA school system are as complex as the problems that

continue to plague that system.

In the first place, many Navajo parents today were victims of

the early BIA. boarding school system. They were so alienated by that

experience that they want nothing more to do with the white 's

education. They see nothing wrong with their children dropping out

of a school system that did nothing for them. In fact, they would

prefer to have their children take jobs and earn the money needed to

support the family. Since NaVajos as a people tend not be be future

oriented, but to think more in terms of the fulfillment of immediate

needs, they do not always see how a lack of education will only harm

their children's earning power in the lo

While in theory the BIA is supposed to act in accord with the

will of the Navajo people in matters of education, this is not in fact

what usually occurs. Although Navajos dominate local BIA "school boards"

their role is merely an advisory one, and the ultimate power to make

decisions involving hiring and firiag, curriculum, etc, remains in

the hands of the white dominated BIA. (Navajo pare: have even less



to say about public ed ;ation on the reservation. Even where Navajo

students are in the majority, Navajo membership in local school boards

is almost non-existant.) According to the 1975 United States Commission

on Civil Rights Report, The Navajo Nation: :fin American Colony)

While there may be more input from parents
today, whatever progress has been made toward
parental involvement has been slow. The BIA schools
continue to be run by the BIA with a predominantly
Anglo staff. The overwhelming majority of those
who have decision-making authority -- school
teachers and administrators -- are non-Indian.

The BIA school system (along with the other school systems on the

Navajo reservation) has a tradition of ignoring, patronizing, intimi-

dating and forcefully excluding Navajo parent participation in education.

Navajo parents have been told that the job would be done for them, and

made to feel like strangers in the white dominated, English speaking

schools. Hence, Navajo parents have tended to abdicate their responsi-

bility to school personnel.

Evidence shows, however, that Navajo parents are more then willing

to participate in their children's education when they are made to feel

welcome in the school and language presents no barrier. By 1973, four

community controlled experimental "Demonstration Schools" (Borrego Pass,

Ramah, Rock Point, Rough Rock) had been established on the reservati

as a direct result of parental desire to have a say in their children's

education.



Education Services and Facilities for the Handicaooed

It is just this kind of newly awakened parental concern that

has begun to draw attention to what is the single most neglected

area of Indian education: special education services for the handi-

capped on the reservation. In an educational system where, as

have seen, poor quality is the norm, it should not be too difficult

to imagine what priority the needs of the handicapped have. On-res-

ervation BIA educational services

non-existant.

the handicapped are almost

According to the United States Office of Education, in July

of 1975, out of an estimated 19,500 handicapped children attending

BIA schools only 4,500, or 23%, were receiving services. (The

figure receiving services today is probably somewhat higher.) A

recent General Accounting Office study, "Concerted Effort Needed

Improve Indian Education," found that the "BIA was not operating

to

own program for providing special education for handicapped Indian

is

children, even though studies indicated that Indian children suffer

a higher-than-average incidence of hearing loss, vision diffi-

culties and other handicaps." The GAO report ated furthermore that

the BIA has no specific regulations concerning the education of the

handicapped and that there is no funding for special edu-

cation programs in BIA schools. (The BIA educational system, which

operates like a 51st state, is unlike the other fifty states in this

regard. All of the other states have special appropriations for the

education of the handicapped.)



This state of affairs is not entirely the fault of the EIS..

The BIA Office of Indian Education Programs is still funded n the

basis of one teacher for every 30 students. This hardly makes it

possible to supply costly special education and support services

to the reservation Indian.

Since 1964 the STA has been studying the situation and formu-

lating an extensive plan for the delivery of special education serv-

ices to the Indian. Each year, beginning in 1972, the BIA has

requested at least $12 million for the implementation of a comprehen-

sive special education program. Its requests have been turned down

every year by one federal agency or another. The BIA has been forced

to rely on U.S. Office of Education "set - asides" and minimal temporary

funding from other sources to finance its special education programs.

In fiscal year 1977, the EIA received a total allocation of $970,000

for special education programs, while the GAO and the BIA have estimated

it would take at least $19 million to carry out a comprehensive program

special education for t' e fiscal year 1978. So far, the Elk has

been appropriated only $2 million for the fiscal year 1978 which has

been designated by the BIA for further assessment of the education

needs of handicapped Native Americans.

While the BIA, Congress and the various other government agencies

involved in assigning appropriations haggle over the allocation of monies

for special education services for Indians, the handicapped Indian child

continues, to be deprived of an appropriate education.

The current situation on the avajo reservation is particularly

acute. There are al publicly supported special education serv-

ices on the reservation, even though the high incidence of a number of



handicapping conditions such as hearing and vision loss, speech problems

d functional retardation would indicate a pressing need for such serv-

ices. Severely retarded, physically disabled, and emotionally disturbed

children have traditionally been placed in institutions and boarding

schools off the reservation, far from home. Some have even been sent

as far away as South Dakota.

This separation from all that is familiar in terms of language,

culture and environment only increases the handicapped child's feel-

ings of alienation and compounds the physiological or psychological

problem that caused him to be sent to the boarding school in the first

place. For the most part, parents are unable even to visit their children

in boarding schools or institutions because of the prohibitive cost of

traveling such great distances. Handicapped children, like all children,

need the love and support of their families. Placing them in virtual

isolation, in a situation they cannot understand has proven to be totally an

unsatisfactory solution to the problem.

The primary off - reservation BIA borading schools serving the handi-

capped in the Navajo area are: Valley of the Sun School in Phoenix,

Arizona; Arizona Training Program, Coolidge, Arizona; and Los Lunas

Training Facility. These schools are all overcrowded and understaffed,

and are equipped to handle only the most moderately disabled or retarded

students.

There are also two nursing homes, one in Farmington and one in

Gallup, New Mexico, that serathe more severely handicapped Navajo.

These facilities are unable to provide much beyond custodial care.

Children in these institutions do not receive the kind or training

they -need to make them independent and self-sufficient, and Navajo



children sent to such institutions are generally expected to spend

the rest of their lives there.

Because of the growing concern about education among Navajo

parents in general and parents of handicapped children in particular,

this situation is gradually beginning to change. Parents of handi-

capped children have come to realize that they cannot always depend

on the BIA to look after their best interests and that it is up to

them to put pressure on the agencies that control the fate of their

children if they want to see their lot improved. In 1975 the Diner

Association for Retarded Citizens was founded on the Navajo reservation,

with the support and encouragement of the National Association for

Retarded Citizens, an advocacy organization for the retarded founded

by parents in 1950. The NARC, a non - profit, voluntary, grass roots

organization emphasizing services and advocacy on a Local level, has

been assisting the DARC and other organizations in low-income areas to

establish outreach programs through its Project Impact.

The primary goal of the DARC right now is the return of all develop-

mentally disabled Navajos now housed in off- reservation facilities to

the reservation and the development of facilities to serve them on the

reservation.

The members of the DARC and other concerned parents of handicapped

Navajos have their ,cork cut out for them. According to the most recent

BIA statistics, there ere nearly 8,000 Navajo children who needed

special education services in 1972. e included children with vary-

ing degrees of mental retardation (functional, mild, trainable, severe),

a whole ranges of physical disabilities (7ision impairment, hearing loss,

cerebral palsy, epilepsy, etc.), emotional and behavioral disturbances,

and learning disabilities.



Testimony presented at the First Inter-Tribal Symposium. put the

actual figure much higher. Out of a school age population of 60,000

Navajos, it was estimated that up to 30% needed some kind of special

education services. This would put the number closer to 13,000. But

these figures are only estimates. No one really knows just how many

Navajo children are in need of special education services, and that

is part of the problem. Federal and state agencies have not made an

adequate effort to gather the necessary data in this area. What is

known, however, is that there are not nearly enough on-reservation

facilities to meet the need.

In order to redress this imbalance, and secure the handicapped

Navajo's right to equal opportunity in education, the following must

be provided:

1. A comprehensive education program that will provide all

Navajo handicapped with a continum of free special educational and

support services on the reservation and that will allow each individual

to develop to his fullest potential. Such a comprehensive program

should include:

early screening, testing, and evaluation to be

continued regularly throughout the handicapped child's

education in order to insure his proper educational place-

ment, and to prevent the kind of mislabeling of handicapped

students that has occurred in the past; accurate, non - discrimi-

nafdry means must be used in testing and evaluation;

b) an increase in early childhood development programs

such as infant stimulation, Head Star' Home Start, nursery

school and kindergarten, that would bring about the early



identification and possible correction or amelioration

of certain handicapping conditions; such programs could

especially helpful in providing Navajo children with

an early introduction to the English Language which is so

essential to their later academic gro

retarded;

year-round remedial education for the academically

increased support services, such as resource

rooms, and personnel, such as guidance counselors, psy-

chologists, speech therapists, consultants for the hearing

impaired and the vision impaired, and other special educators

within the regular school system, to provide the handicapped

student with the extra assistance he needs;

continuing education programs that will give all

handicapped Navajos, no matter what their age, the opporturty

to receive training and education;

f) vocational education programs for all handicapped

Navajos who could benefit from them (and sheltered workshops

on the reservation to provide work for those who complete

vocational training);

g) individualized education programming, that would

insure each handicapped Navajo an education suited to his

needs.



2. An education in the least restrictive environment. This

means that the handicapped child's education should take place in

a setting as close to the norm as possible.

A handicapped child should be reoioved from the educational

mainstream only if "the nature or severity of the handicap is

such that education in regular- classes with the use of, supplemen-

tary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily."

(P. L. 94-142, Section 612 (5) (A) )

In the case of the homebound child =able to attend a

regular school, training and education should be carried on

at home with a qualified instructor.

Only those students whose condition is so severe, or whose

parents cannot adequately care for them at home, should be placed

in residential schools or small group homes on the _reservation,

where they would be provided with an appropriate education. Off-

reservation placement should be phased-out entirely. (Parents

should be encouragedto visit their children in residential fa-

cilities, and free transportation and acco -odations should be

provided for them. Children should also have the same opportunity

to visit home whenever possible.)

3. A coordinated, concerted "outreach" program to locate and

identify disabled persons who are not presently receiving educational

or related services. They should be informed of their right- and the

special programs available to them, and their needs should be given

top priority.

4- rotaction of the handicapped Child and parents' due

ocess rights, in decisions con dng the educational status and



placement of the handicapped child. In the past, these

rights have been ignored, and handicapped Navajos have been

subjected to the whim of school personnel. Parents have the

legal right to be informed of any proposed changes in their

child's educe onal status and to request a fair hearing to

oppose that change if they see fit.

5. The protection of the handicapped child's and parents'

right to confidentiality regarding the child's educational status.

6. The encouragement of parental c ooperation and active

participation in educational planning for their handicapped children.

The kind of dialogue between parent and educator this would foster

could prove mutually helpful. Parents ould learn how to better care

for their children, and the educator would gain further insight into

the needs of his handicapped student. In general, greater communi-

cation between the education system and the Navajo community is dew

able and should be promoted.

7. Greater communication among the different public agencies

serving the Navajo Nation and better coordination of their programs

in order to reprove service delivery. At present, the parent of a

handicapped Navajo is faced with a confusing array of agencies and

referrals that leave him criss-crossing the reservation in quest

of assistance for his child. This kind of "bumpingrof handicapped

children and parents from one agency to another often ends up with

one taking final responsibility for the child. This time- consuni --

rating and often futile bureaucratic nightmare should be replaced

with a more accessible, flexible, and comprehensive system,



A few of the public schools and BIA schools located on the Navajo

reservation do have some special education services for the handicapped,

including resource rooms, support personnel and even some self-contained

classrooms for the handicapped. But they serve, for the most part, pri-

marily the slow-learner, and only a small fraction of the most mildly

academically retarded and learning disabled. There are, at present, only

a handful of private residential schools devoted solely to the education

of the severely disabled on the Navajo reservation. They are

St. Michael's Association Education - Located near Window

Rock, Arizona, St. Michael's is the oldest special education school on

the reservation. It approximately 120 disabled children, with
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approximately half on a day basis and half boarding. It offers e-school,

academic and pre-vocational training. One group home has been established

that serves six children and several others are being planned. St. Michael's

also runs one of the few infant stimulation programs on the reservation.

St. Michael's is funded by the BIA, the Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity

and the Arizona flepartment of Education.

Chime Valley School - Located at the heart of the reservation in

Arizona, the school serves approximately 40 mentally handicapped children

ranging age from five to eighteen. It offers physical therapy, train-

ing in life skills, academic and pre - vocational training. The school

contains one community residence for teen-agers, with another one about

to open.

Nava`- Children's Rehabilitat NCRC is one of the oldest

centers of this type on the Navajo reservation. It is located in Coyote

Canyon, :New Mexico. It serves from 15 to 20 mentallydisabled students and

its program is similar to that offered the Chine Valley School.
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School for Me, Inc. Founded in 1976, ASMI is located on the campus

of the Chuska Boarding School in Tohatchi, New Mexico. This private,

non-profit facility cares for severely disabled and disturbed students .

In 1977 ASMI served up to 76 students ranging in ages from one to t ty-

five. Students with conditions such as blindness, deafness, seizure

disorders, autism, functional retardation, multiple handicaps and language

problems are served by a variety of programs including infant stimulatioa,

life-skills training, pre-academic, academic and vocational education. In

addition, ASMI operates the only sheltered workshop on the reservation.

It appears that a lack of funds is at the root of most of the

difficulties in bringing special educational services to the Navajo.

As mentioned earlier, the BIA has no line-item in its budget for special

education. Federal legislation does exist, however, mandating pri-

ations in the area Indian education and special education. Unfortunately,

these funds have often been misappropriated by the state governments hey

have been channeled through and have not always reached those for -hom

they were intended.

In addition, this kind of funding is usually temporary (it 51ust be

reapplied for every year) and can be cut off at any time. This does not

provide the kind of stable long-term monetary commitment needed for the

development and maintenance of a sound education program for the handicapped.

It is essential that Navajos, and all Native Americans become

aware of what laws protect rights in this area, what funds are available

to them, and that they demand more of a voice in how these funds are

used. Key legislation affecting funding or special education for Native

Americans include:



The Johnson-O' Malle- &ct of 1934 - Funds appropriated under this

act have been used primarily by the BIA to finance the education

of Indian students in various public school systems. In effect,

the federal govermment has used Johnson-O'Malley as a mea

sidizing the states for their loss of tax revenues

sub

axable

reservation lands. This money is supposed to be earmarked by the

states for special programs for Indian education, but this has not

always been the case. The states, taking advantage of the vague

proscriptions of the act, and lack of federal monitoring of the

funding flow, have often used the money for general operating costs

within their educational systems rather than the development of

specific Indian education programs. New regulations established

1971 are supposed to bring this funding under iny.

Funds appropriated under Johnson-O'Malley could be applied to special

education programs for Navajos in public schools on the reservation.

Elementary_and Seconds rL Fclucatio 1965 - The purpose of Title I

of this act is to supply federal aid to educationally deprived children

in economically depressed areas. The act provides grants to states,

territories and the BIA to .=_ise the level of education for children

from low-income families. "The focus is on helping children whose

educational achievement is below normal; including those with physical,

mental, or emotional handicaps." Grants under the act are to be made

schools to provide supoiemental education services to students whose

families incomes are below the poverty level. These services would in-

clude remedial instruction, guidance counseling, other health and wel

services, and special equip



Most schools on or near the Navajo reservation qualify Title

funding and have been receiving it since its introduction. However,

as is the case with Johnson-O'Malley, monitoring of spending has

been spotty and abuses have been widespread. Monies have been

used to benefit the general school population rather than the

Navajo children Title I was intended to benefit.

Adult Education Act (Title III of the Elementary and Secondary

Amendments of 1966, PL 89-750) The purpose of this act was to

expand educational opportunity and encourage the establishment of

adult public education programs. Section 314 provides grants to

the states for the development of Indian adult education programs.

Indian Educa

Amendme-

abuses of Johnson-O'Malley and Elementary and Secondary Education

Act funding, by requiring the participation of Indians in the

planning, operation and evaluation of education programs geared

to answer the special needs of Indian child and adult public

education. It specifically earmarks monies for use in special

Indian education pr _ as opposed to general operational co

The act also established the National Advisory Council on Indian

Education.

ion Act 1972 - (PL 92-318) Title IV of the Education

1972, the Indian Education Act is supposed to end

Imp act Aid Act (PL 81-874) Enacted in September of 19513, this

act was designed to provide funds for public school systems in

compensation for loss of property tax support near federal

stallations. In 1974 Congress amended the act. %o increase



entitlement for handicapped children. According to the Departu-

of Health, Education and Welfare regulations, in order for_ a

district to obtain a higher allotment for a handicapped child,

the child must have a father in the uniformed services. In

ponce to a class action suit brought by three Arizona school

discricrl on the lavajo reservation, the U. S. District Court

for the District of Columbia ruled that the Congress intended

the special entitlements provided under the act apply to all

Indian children, not only those with a parent in the military.

'therefore, public schools on the Navajo reservation are entitled

to receive funds under this act for each handicapped Navajo child

they serve.

The Native A erica Pr ams Oct of 197A - (Title VIII of the

Headstart Economic Opportunity and Community Partnership Act of

1974, FL 93-644) The purpose of this act is to extend the pro-

grams established under the Economic Opportunity Act 1964

(PL 88-452) including Headatart programs for children. The act

authorizes the Se of HEW to provide financial assistance

such community sponsored prograts among Native Americans.

(It is a long held myth that public school districts on Indian

rese: ac oas are under extreme hardship because they are not

able to

means

true. Local school districts 8- ually benefit because of

Indian property, property taxes being the tratitional

>upporting local schools. In fact, the contrary

eral legislation, outlined above, that guarantees compensato,-

funding. It is the Indian stud=ent, particularly the handicapped

student, who is the real loser however, when local school d 5-

tricts fail to use these the na Gr in which they



intended, i.e. for special Indian programs, it is hoped that

with increased Indian participation in educational planning on

a local level, as mend ced by Colts,- 6, and the close: monitoring

of the allocation of federal monies, that this kind of abuse will

be ended.)

The nation of AlI Handicamoed Chile =en pct of 1975 - (PL 96 -142)

This act makes receipt of federal funding of the states for edu-

cation programs for the handicapped contingent on the creation of

acceptable state plans for educating all eligible handlcapc!ed chil-

dren between the ages of three to eighteen by September, 1978.

The act recognizes the unique status of Indian handicapped and

specifies that money shall be allocated to the Department of

the Interior for disbursement amo g h ols on the same basis

as the states. The Senate Report (No. 94-168) written in c

junction with the act makes it perfectly clear that Indian handi-

capped children served by BI A schools are entitled to the same

rights as children attending public schools:

It is the intent of the Committee that all
requirements applied to state and local edu-
cation agencies respecting eligibility and
application shall apply to the Department of
the Interior and that all benefits and pro-
tections provided for handicapped children
served in state and local agencies shall also
be provided to handicapped children served by
the Department of the Interior.

diem Self-Det 'tiona ten

(FL 93-638) The purposa of this act is to promote the full par-

ticipatioa of ,VnlerIcan in their ow n gove r rent and educa -

tion, and all other programs and se now provided by the

federal government. The act ?ledges the federal government to a



policy of providing the Indian with the kinds of educational services

and opportunities which will permit them to achieve ultimate self-

determination. To reach this goal the act calls for the allocation

of federal funds to support the construction

pray

and im-

of educational facilities serving Native Americans.. In

formulating the act, Congress recognized that the federal government's

domination of Indian education has retarded the progress of the

Indian people, and that Indians have the right to control their own

affairs, especially thei educational programs and activities.

This last act may be the most important in terms of Navajo

education in general and special education services for the handi-

capped Navajo in particular. It supports the Navajo's desire to

control their own education system as expressed in the tion of

the Navajo Division of Education with its goal of one, unified,

tribally controlled education system on the reservation. It is

hoped that when the Division of Education realizes its goals the

quality of education for all Navajo children will improve.

In 1973, in recognition cof the special needs of the handi-

capped child, the Navajo Division of Education established an

Office of Special Education. According to a position paper pre-

pared by the OSE: "The education of all Navajo children with

spacial needs will become, for the first time, the direct result

of actions taken by the Navajo tribe in pursuance of being self-

determinin. ' The inraediat goals outlined by the OSE are:

of existing services for the

Navajo Nation special education students;

the initiation of planning, research and program development of

-- "the coordination and not

pecial education nee



-- the development of special education standards and gui

lines for appropriate programs, personnel and institutions

throughout the `Navajo Na ol

The O E plans to achieve these goals by:

overseeing the proper mplementation of federal, state and

tribal regulations regarding special educational placement and

programmi

Promoting parental awareness and involvement in the provision

of appropriate services to the handicapped;

ensuring all handicapped Navajos receive adequate educational,

diagnostic, and support services needed for the achievement of

their full potential;

-- working in conjunction with federal, state and local agencies

in the planning and developmect of needed programs and services;

-- developing a comprehensive Navajo Nation special education

plan.

It will be many years before the Navajo Division of Education

and its OSE achieve goals and begin to act as a fully auton-

omous and effective agency. In the meantime, the Navajo Nation

must continue to rely on federal, state and local support and a _d9

ministration of its educational system. As we have seen, the gov-

ernment has a long tradition of failure in providing adequate

educational services to the Native _American, and the special

educational needs of the handcap

overlooked. It

responsibili.

for the

ed have been almost completely

can nation to accept its

the handicapped Native American and see to



that he has the same education ooportoniti n guanaotoed all itS

citizens under the law.



Realth Care

As mentioned earlier, the Navajo places a high value on

physical health and strength. Although his traditional ViaWS

on the causes and cures for illness and disability do not always

coincide with those of modern medicine, the Navajo has shown a

great willingness to accept its doctrines once they have been

proven effective.

The extremely poor living conditions on the avajo r-serva-

(inadequate sanitary facilities, sL;bstandard, overcrowded

housing, poor nutrition, contami=nated water, etc.) make the Navajo

particularly needful of modern health care. Unfortunately, due

to the poor quality of public health care services and their deliv-

ery on the reservation, the pragmatic Navajo has not been given

much reason to trust the white man's medicine. A lack of under-

standing of when, how and whe obtain essential medical

services, and the ina.ccessibi7inaccessibility of most of these services,

compounds the problem. In short, preserving and promoting the

good health of the Navajo hag been an uphill battle, with relatively

little ground gained over the years.

Since the earliest days of our nation

treated various tribes, the f

army physicians

government nas 0- providing

medical services to the Native American. In 1832 the Congress

made its first appropriation for Indian health in the amount of

$12,000. Thereafter, the fade government be

sions for health services in treaties with various

Navajo treaty .368 does not contain sue

provi-

(The

is ion.) In

1873 a Medical Division was established vi in the Indian Office,



and by 1880 it was operating four hospitals and it employed 75

doctors.

Over the years health care for Indians increased and improved,

but it was always hampered by low Congressional appropriations and

a lack of real understanding of the problems of Indian health.

One striking example of this lack of understanding was the 30

called Southwest Trachoma Campaign launched in 1924 for the purpose

of eradicating trachoma, a contagious viral disease of the eye

prevalent among Indians of the southwest. The "'treatment" for

trachoma in vogue at the time consisted of surgical removal of

part of the upper eyelid, the tarsus, that contained the cysts

characteristic of the disease. The effectiveness this delicate

and dangerous procedure called tarsectomy was unproven at the time,

yet thousands of operations were performed, many on people who

didn't even have the disease, and by physicians who had not been

adequately trained in the technique. The whole campaign was ir-

responsible, and it was a complete failure.

World War I greatly diminished the Bureau's doctor supply,

but poor facilities, equip ant, living conditions, and salaries

Pr bably did more to discourage competent health practitioners

from entering the field.

Two documents that were published in the 1920's drew wide

attention to the problems of Indian health. 1926 Red Cross

Survey cited the appalling health conditions prevalent among

Indian children attending boarding schools. It found high in-

cidenees of tuberculosis, trachoma, malnutrition d physical

disabilities. The Meriam Report of L928 criticized t o Bureau

Indianmphasis on cure rat'r than prevention in its



health program.

In 1926 the Bureau began to share its responsibility for

Indian health with the U. S. Public Health Service, and a program

of health education gas promoted among Native americans. In 1955

the Public Health Service took over Indian health care entirely,

and responsibility now rests with the Division of Indian Health,

Public Health Service, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

This shift in Indian hez]th care management brought about a

rapid expansion of rvioes and a great improvement in the health

of Indians. "A masked reduction in infant mortality and in deaths

from infectious diseases," mu h as tuberculosis, gastritis, enteritis

influenza and pneumonia, "is one of the more important accomplishme

since 1955." However, "while reductions o tality rates from in-

-tious deseases has been significant, the incidence of

diseases has not declined notably.`" Death and infant mortality rt

among Indians remain higher tshan those of the general population. In

1970 the Navajo's infant mortality rare was double that of the United

States, and average life exoectancy was estimated at 63.2 years,

seven years less than the general United State opulation.

This remains the case in spite of the fact that most Indians

living on reservations today are entitled to free comprehens

medical care. Obviously there is something lacicin in the quality

and delivery of health care to the Indian. "The most difficult

blew before the United States Public Health Service today in the

practice of medicine -ong indigent people is bridging the gap be-

tween the hospital and the II patient in the rural outpost -- either

ing doctors into the countr- Indian s into medical institi tion, .

The basic orobaem among Indians is the compound problem of poverty and



ignorance and that among members the medical orofession is

their reluctance to practice medicine away from well-equipped

hospitals."

of the increases in personnel, and the improvement

and construction of facilities that have talcen place since 1955,

health care services for the Indian still lag behind the

national standard. Out of the 51 Indian Health Service hospitals

serving Native Americans in 1976 only 24 were accredited and only

31 met national fire and safetystaadards. In L970 in the six

hospitals serving Navajo area -- at Ft. D

io

cc, Shiprock

Crownpoint, Wingate, Winslow and Tupa City -- there was a

:aft- to -pa tie of 1.6 opposed to the accepted

national standard of 2.3 to 1. (Many hospitals in the United

States have ratios as high as 3 to TLiis situation is due

in part increased Navajo attendance at I3 hospitals. The

IHS has been able no convince the Nava_jos of the value of modern

medicine, but

for services this hay created.

failed to keep up cith the increased demand

Staff shortages and turnove

same reasons

the HS for many of the

plague the 3IA school sys -- isolation, non=

competitive salaries, inadequate in poor facilities and so

on. The use of more Indian personnel might aLleviate this prob-

lem but, although it i the po y IRS to train and employ

Indian personnel in non-profess -sitions.

In addition to personnel shortages, there are acute shortages

of laboratory and technical eq +uipment

Such understaf,_

hospitals results in a heal7h

rrundit equipping cif IHS

t is not only inadequate



but also unsafe. the hospital located in Shiprock, in the Navajo

area, is a case in point. study in 1960 found that the hospital

needed 90 nurses to open -ace efficiently. (A 1969 survey found a

total deficit of 273 nurses i=n all Navajo area hospitals.) As late

as 1974 there a only 56 nurses employed at Shiprock. At ].east

babies have been known to have died at the hospital as a result

of inadequate monitoring due to the shortage of nursing personnel.

It isacommon practice at Shiprock to prop up bottles in babies mouths

at feeding time and then Leave them unattended. If a baby acciden-

tally inhales the ii k death can result. (One can only guess at

numbers of children and adults who manage to survive their hospital

but are permanently disabled as a result of such gross neglect.)

Is it any wonder m Indians stay away from the hospital? They are

quite justifiably afraid they won't come out alive.

th Care and licaooed

The American Indian s. s iron an inordina tly high incidence

her of disabling conditions, many which are caused or

exacerbated by environmental conditions. As one handicapped Native

Amerlcan

Symp osium:

ed from his oil e peri.ence at the Inter -Tritel

when you are poor, and you don't have
running water, and you don't have heat, and you

don't have money to pay for an operation, and
you don't have money to pay for all the nec-
essary nutritional ingredients that a child
needs at birth -- you cannot even buy the
milk to feed him on -- that child grows up
with all 'kinds of multiple handi:aps.

Althou, on tte brava

Na tom. e Americans sketchy, num

d4.s.,ab14_ng conditions arcing

isoiStad stucies have come



up with some startling res. While exact figures for all

tribes are not available, IBS and others indicate that 37% of

young Indian children enter school with hearing defects; 25%

with speech, visional, emotional and other impairment

In 1970 the Uive.sity of Tulsa tested 2,030 BIA school

students nd found that 76% had sone kind of vision, hearing

problem. Another study conducted that same year by

Utah State University involving 2,000 Inter-mountain Indian

School students found that 53 had visual defects that could not

be helped with corrective lenses. Of 308 students who had their

hearing tested, 32: had significant hearing losses. (Today,

Otitis Media, an inflammation of the middle ear that can cause

hearing i.opairment, is the number one reported disease among

Indians. An IRS survey in 1974 gave the prevalence rate at

10.5% for Indians of all Yet in 1976, 98% of Indian

hearing aid requirements u )

In addition to high Levels of physical disability, there

is evidence that emotional problems are prevalent on many res

ervations, especially among adolescents, particularly those

who attend boarding schools. In many cases, children ar

to boa schools off - reservation because of their emiotional

problems. But, for reasons discussed in the previous section,

children sent to boarding schools are rarely "cured" of their

disturbances. placement in a boarding school only

seems to worsen the problem. A survey taken at the Phoenix

Indian School, a typical off - reservation boarding school servi

from 16 different arches, during year 1967-63 revealed that



am onz 1,000 students in residence:

270 were from broken homes
105 were from homes where drinking was a major problem
60 had excessive drinking problems

16 had moderate to severe "3as sniffing" problems

(149 said they had sniffed glue)

109 were lacking in "social adjustment"

168 had been expelled from other schools

97 were referred to other agencies for psychiatric
services during the year of the survey

40 were treated for self-inflicted wounds and overdos
of medication.

where is also a high incidence tf suicide on some reservations,

and alcoholism is widespread among Indians. On scma reservations,

90% of all criminal arrests are alcohol related. However, few

Indian hospitals have alcoholism treatme nt programs, and alcoholism

is usually treated as a crime rather than a disease on the reservation.

The Navajo reservation is no exception when it comes to the

prevalence o.f handicappi;ig conditions. There is evidence that the

incidence of certain disabling conditions there is not only higher

than the national average, but high in comparison to other Indian

groups. A 1967 study of 3,318 Navajo students in boarding schools

on the reservation found that the prevalence of chronic Otitis

Media was'7%, whidh is about 15 times greater than that of the

oeneral riooulaton

In 1974 the Navajo Tribe, after analyzing data collected

publl

prevalence

high as 40A of the total Navajo lation.

and social service agencies, estimated that the

, hearing and vision problems could run as



Some of the immediate eetuses for such races disability

on the Navajo rese rvation are a high rate of alcoholism and heavy

linking among pregnant mothers; inadequate prenatal care

nutrition; prevalence of diseases affecting unborn children a

aver 35. ('one last is partially

attributable to an apparent delayed menopause among many Navajo

llich lengthens tha child-bearing years acid increases the

possibility of pregnancy in lacer life.) All these factors sub-

stantially increase the ris:k_ of a Nav-ajo child bei. born or

becoming physically disabled.

The Indian Health Service also reports a high incidence of

Navajo children between the ages of one and five who contract

diseases, such as meningitis, which produce high fevers, that

tea Lead to brain damage. Xppr -imately 200 infants are ad-

mitred to Public health Service facilities with such diseases

each year. There is no way of knowing how many more cases go

undetected until peraanant daege i.s done.

Other infectious diseases that are well under control in the

high birth rate am

general population are --d on the Navajo reset ion.

1970, ancordiog tc the GS S, there were 270 cases of tuberculosis

per 100,000 on the Navajo reservation, while there were nly 19 per

100,000 in the ge eral U.S. population; there were 90 cases of

rheumatic f- v- as opposed co 1,6 in the general population and

1,120 cases of hepatitis versus 223.

At present there are eight IHS servi

near

located on or

avajo reServatron. Five have hosp tats, two have health

centers, and on has a Indian medical canter. "In 1970, the Navajo



area Indian Heaith Advisory Board as formally established by

the Tribe, and through it the Tribal Council continues to press

cor improved health services and facilities on the reservation.

Despite their joint efforts, however, the health of the Navajo

comparable to that or the general population of the United

States 20 to 25 years ago."

Clearly the federal government is not fulfilling its obli-

gation to the reserrvatH..on Navajo in its delivery of health care

and related ser e hcndicapoed Na is particularly

vulnerable, because there are no publicly sponsored rehabilitative

or mental health care 32 ices to speak of located on the Navajo

reservation. The handicapped Navajo must often travel great

distances to race:I.:ye the special treatment he needs, and is often

d to dwell off the reservation.

In order to bring Navajo health and health care up to a par

the rest of the nation, the following must be provided:

A omit nuum free modern comprehensive medical services

ssible to Navajos all the reservati _

2. Early childhood screening, dia,-osts and intervention so

that disabling dis tders can be discovered and their effects

erected or ameliorated, Since the highest percentage of

deaths among Navajos occurs among infants and children, and

the majority of i lrnesses that lead to disabling conditions

also occurs among children Cr

need for improved h care

stressed too much..

al infections, the

children cannot be



3. Continued monitoring of health through regular physical

examinations throughout life, and the provision of appropriate

treatment, therapy and rehabilitative services where indicated.

(At present there are no rehabilitation facilities for the Nandi

capped on the N atio )

4. An ongoing program of prevei ye health care and public

health education. The best way to halt the progress of disease and

disabling disorders is to p vent occuring altogether;

the best way to achieve that goal is to inform people about good

health practices, and lez them know ,othen and where to seek medica

assistance. Such a progr

a) prenatal care by qualified medical personnel;

this would entail: the provision of an adequate

uld in lude

diet for the mother ; monitoring of her health in

order to uncover and treat unsuspected diseases

hat might effect the fetus; monitoring the

fetus via modern in utero assessment techniques;

b) guidance in planning pregnancies, particularly

mothers over

proper nutrition for the nursing mother and

the infant;

) fostering of hospital deliveries, particularly

cases where difficulty i_s anticipated, in order

to prevent birth injuries;

) prompt intensive care for children born l or

prematurely;



) innuni abets of expectant mother and infants

against disease

birth defects or early childhood disabilities;

such as Rubella ksocrrs to cause

g) last

and hygeni

cal problems in the

on of parents in modern child care

-iques, arid now to identify physi-

ad; (some IHS hospitals

have prenatal classes and clinics for instruction

in child care, but they do not reach nearly all

those who could benefit from eh

h) a program of nst cti parents of handi-

capped children, that would acquaint them with

their child's special physical needs, and teach

them how to them.

S. An outreach health care program that would seek out those disabled

or diseased Na remote areas, far from hospitals and adequate

medical eatmene, irs order to provide them with the services they need.

If they can't or won see.< medical treatment, it should be brought to

them.

6. A comprehensive Mental Health Care Pro grans on ,the. reservation. At

present there are al health care facilities on the Navajo reserve-

ton. Emotionally disturbed or mentally ill children and adults have

be sent off servation to receive eat. The Indian Health

Service employs a few psychologists, psychiatrists and counselors, but

not nearly enough to meet the present need.

7. An alcoholism treatment g program. At present no such

program exists on the Naa reser7ation in spite the obvious need..



8. Centralization and coordination of the health care delivery

system on the reservation. Navajo parents should be able to ob

tain medical services and evaluation for their children at one

stop. They should not be forced to travel back and forth across

the reservation in search of complete health care, or be forced

to wait long periods before they can see a physician.

The improveme and ion of the presently inadequate

r}JS diagnostic services and clinic facilities, and an increase

of medical personnel would make health are more accessible to

the reservation Navajo. increased cooperation between local,

federal and private cilittes would also contribute to

the alleviation of the problem. This Kind of cooperation is es-

al for those Navajos in need of treatment by specialists the

IBS is unable to employ.

9. More awareness and understanding on the part of the nis arnd

its personnel of the unique problems of Navajo health, such as

the Navajo's reluctance to be hospitalized, his difficulty in

twining adequate nutrition, sanitation, etc.

10. Free transportation for all Navajos to health centers, a-

eluding free ambulance service.

11. Most important he achievement of a decent standard of

health on the reservation, general living conditions must be im-

proved. Poverty and dseasa go hand in hand, and until the standard

of Living on the Navajo -ser-ation is improved, disease and han

pad can never be adequately conc. led



At the root of inadequate health care delivery on the Navajo

reservation lies insufficient funding, Federal appropriations for

Navajo area clinics, hospital space, staff etc are based on popu-

Lation figu es, and these are the sa

results of independent census

uch controversy. The

-ys differ with the U.S. eau

of census figures for the Navajo area. The independent surreys put

the actual population considerably higher than the Burea,'s does.

Furthermore, health care and treatment for the dissabl d is necessarily

quite costly and budgeting for it cannot be based on atimates of

cost of health care for the gene al Navajo pop, atia. In addition,

funds that are available are always earmarked in the most effi-

cient way, For example, there seems to be an abundance of federal

funds for training Navajo health care personnel, but not enough tc

provide employment for them when their training pleted.

Federal legislation designed to alleviate some of the proa1 Pma

in this area it eludes:

Maternal and Child Health and m ta Retardation Plan

1963 - 38-165) This act deals with the preventi.orr and amelio-

ration of the effects of mental retardation. It increased funding

for Maternal and child health services and provided grants for ma

e- unlikely to receive such care.

endment

pity and infant care

Con

Retardation Facilities aeo Health Ces

n Act of 1 (PL 164) This act provides

expansion of axis ins mental retardation programs and the creation

of new ones. It established grants to states to assist in the con-

stru tion or public and profit facilities providing tic



services, treatment, education, training, custodial care services

sheltered workshops for the mentally retarded.

ina io- and !ducat' a acne 197

(FL 93 -638) Section 104 (b) of this act sta.

The secretary of Health Education and Welfare
may . . . make grants to any Indian tribe or
tribal organization for the development, con-
struction, operation, provision, or maintenance

of adequate health facilities or services

cluding the training of personnel for wor

funds appropriated to the Indian Health Service

for Indian health services or Indian health
facilities.

in-

din Health Care t pct of 1976 - (FL 94-4371

Recognizing the federal governrnen

coeds of the Indian people, Congress declare_

is the "policy of this nation" to provide

the health

act that

highest

health status to Indians and to provide existing iadien hea.l.th

services with all resources necessary to effect-.

Title I of this act provides grants for training of Indian

health personnel,

Title II authorizes appropriation= improved health care

services, specifically

dental car

the areas of patient care, field health,

icy and in-pa ant mental health services, Cher

aPutic and residential treatment centers, treatment and control

alcoholism, maintenance and repair of facilities and the training of

traditional Indian o}actitionats in mental health.

Title I provides monies for the construction and renovation

health centers, bons, staff housing and



other facilities of the IRS. It also calls for prior consultation

"with any Indian tribe to be significantly affected by any such

expenditure for the purpose of dete reining and, wherever practicable,

honoring tribal pre concerning the sie,location, type, and

other characteristics of any facility on which such expenditure is

to be made." Furthermore, such facilities where applicable

meet the standards of the Joint Corrnittee on Accreditation of

Hasp als.

(Aside from funding provided under federal legislation, money

n 14. being spent to care for disabled Navajos in off- se- -at o fa-

cilities could be freed for use in the establishment and support of

needed on-re facilities.)

Clearly the federal gcrernment and

the health needs

There has never b

S have failed to meet

Jo, particularly the handicapped. Navajo.

serious commitment to the eradication of

disease, and the amelioration of handicapping conditions on the

Navajo reservation. government accepts its responsi-

bility in this area, Navajo health and health care will continue

to lag far behind

Housing and Emaloymeht.

he anation.

Two other important elements in the lives of handicapped

Native Americ- are ousing and employment. Cln the Navajo reser-

vation, where most housing is substandard and unemploymenC is

close to 60%, the situation of the handicapped with regards to

adequate housing and employment is particularly acute. Their

needs must compete those of the general Navajo population.



As mentioned earlier, most handicapped Navajos who are not

hidden at home are sent off - reservation to boarding schools and

itutions, a situation which is mos unsatisfactory. The

only acceptable solution to = problem seems to be the resettle

meta of handicapped Navajos not housed o =- reservation, in

ties on the reservation. This goal of the Navajo Deinsti-

tutionalixatic n Project, established in 1976 by a grant from the

Department of Realth, Education and Welfare.

But before handicapped Navajos can be resettled on the

reservation, alternative housing has to be found or eated

them. The few private facilities already located on the

reservation are not equipped to handle a large influx of new

residents. (There are two group homes currently sewing the

developmentally disabled on the reservation, in addition the

residential facilities for children located at St.M hael's

School, Chinle Valley, A School for Me, Inc. and the Navajo

Children's Rehabilitation Center.)

generally agreed by most sionals in the field

that the small group residence is preferable to the large insti-

t tion for housing handicapped. This would also seem to be

ideal solution for housing the handicapped on the Navajo

ation. The problem lies in finding funds for the creation

facilities and the expansion and maintenance of those that

already exist. The BA has been able to supply some monies for

general operational costs for residential services, but needed

-up" funding to cover costt uction, initial staffing, and

rase



equipment 7urchase has proven more difficult to cone by.

Minimal financial assista,

the Housing and Community

also made available

E 197 (PL 95-125) .

This act continues the HUD policy of making loans available _

public agencies wanting provide housing and facilities for

the elderly and the handicapped. It also authorized HUD

insure any mortgage for housing consisting of eight or more

living units when at least half a .re specifically designed for

use and occupation by the elderly or handicapped.

In addition, the act created the position of Special Assistant

for Indian and Alaskan Native Programs within HUD. The special

assistant is responsible for :dination and overseeing all pro-

grams relating to Indian and Alaskan Native housing and community

development.

Clearly, housing for handicapped :lative Americans must be

given a higher priority by the federal governm nt.

Finding employment is equally difficult for the handicapped

American. Vocational training on the Navajo reservation

is limited and often inappropriate (see action on education) and

finding jobs on the reservation for those who have suecessfully

tcompleted such training is next to impossible. At

is only one sheltered wo

at A School for Me, Inc.

on the Navajo reservation located

July of 1975, the Navajo Vocational Rehabilitation Proje

was established with a grant f the Arizona Department of Economic



Security /Rehabilitation Services Bureau for the purposa of developing

a comprehensive vocational rehabilit n services plan for the Navajo

reservation and expanding and creating employment and training oppor-

tunities for severely handicapped Navajos. One of the first things

on the Project's agenda was the establishment of The Toyei Oppo tuni

Center and Sheltered Industries (TOCSIN). T11 residential program

plans to eventually provide a full spectrum of vocational services

for the severely handicapped Navajo, including sheltered employment.

Federal legislation that could be tapped for _d_ to improve

training and job _pp. ies for the handicapped Navajo includes:

Vocational Rducation 196

7

39-329, amended Oct. 12, 1976

PL 94-482) This act authorizes federal greats to states for the

development, improvement and maintenance of vocational education

programs for people of all educational levels. The act specifically

states that a percent age of funds should be set asidefor handicapped

youths in depressed areas who are unable to function in regular vo-

cational education programs.

Elliprehen vment and Training pct of 1973 - (PL 93-203)

The purpose of this cc is "to provide job training and employment

opportunities for economically disadvantaged. employed and under-

employed persons and to assure that training and other services lead

to maximum employment p -tunitie Title 111 of the act singles

out Indian andIaskan native communities as cial need

gr ups for CETA funding manpower p-'ogr

In handicapped Navajos are to achieve ay semblance of independence,

they must have appropriate train' and an adequate income. At



present, most working age handicapped Navajos are either totally

dependent on their families, an insti ion, or meager government

disability stipends for their support. (The average stipend is

approximately $160 a month. Many handicapped Navajos are unaware

that they are even eligible for public assistance or disability

benefits.)

A Word About the Handicap

Several so-called "border--owns ", such as Gal

ed in "B-rderto ft

New Meico,

that are situated just outside the Navajo reservation attract

number of displaced handicapped Navajos. These are individuals

who because of years of institutionalization or other reasons have

lost contact with their families and have nowhere to go. They come

to the borderto _s seeking the services, inexpensive housing and

employment they cannot find on the reservation Unfortunately,

rtunities in the border are usually no less limited than

chose on the reservation. (For example, there is only one group

home in Gallup that houses four handicapped Navajos.) Furthermore,

no one seems to want to assume responsibility for providing services

to the handicapped in bordertowns. Local governments feel the

responsibility lies with the Tribe or the MA; and the BIA and the

Tribe have refused to extend jurisdiction beyond reservation

Goundaries. As a result of this bureaucratic buck-passing, the

handicapped vaio n the border has tended to fall between

cracks. That is needed is a joint local, BIA and Tribal erk

identify these individuals and see to it that they are provided

with the kinds of se and assistance they need.
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The plight of the handicapped Ne-ive American is serious

but noC hopeless. So many of his problems are closely related

the problems confronting all reservation dwellers -- pov-

isolation, malnutriticr -c -ding and disease.

impossible to separate the basic needs of the handicapped

Native American from those E his able-bodied brothers. Until

overall living conditions improve on reservations, Native Ameri-

will continue to develop hand __pping conditions at a higher

rate than the rest o the population, and those so afflicted will

continue to live the lives of the lowest of the low, outcasts

among outcasts in our society.

Pr

avajo and other Native American groups have learned

rd way that they cannot trust the white man's repeated

iced to improve their 1-

largely to blame for the s

They 1--now that the white man is

ion of hardship they forced

to live in, but they realize that they are the ones who are going

to have to get themselves out of it.

This kind of realization is of particular importance to the

handicapped Native American. As Bruce Ramirez of the Council for

Ex cep

think for

Children put

long rye

eau of Indian Affairs

d fact of the matter i

Inter-Tribal Symposium:

Indian people, have depended on the

oci after our best interests. The

is only way the Bureau of Indian

fairs responds to our needs is if they are prodded and pushed."

In other w rds, the only way handicapped Native Americans are

going tc het the public services and facilities they need and



have a right to is by exerting pressure on heretofore unresponsive

government agencies.

One of the first priorities of any grassroots movement

achieve parity for the handicapped must be public education.

public, particularly the families of the handicapped, st be made

aware of the true nature of handicaps. The last vestiges of cul-

tural prejudice concerning handicaps must be wiped out, and the

concept of the handicap de- stigmatized -- neutralized through

knowledge.

When this is a.eccmplished, parents of the handicapped must

then be educated regarding their legal rights and the services

available to the: children. Most parents of handicapped Native

Americans remain unaware their rights and their children are

not being served today even though legislation establishing

their nigh services was enac: several years ago.

Those Native American parents who have been made aware of

their rights have shown a great willingness to use a variety of

well established means to procure and protect these rights. The

most effective means used so far seems to be organization into

advocacy groups.

The Dine"Association of Retarded Citizens is a good example

of this kind of advocacy organization. :fore parents of handi-

capped Native Americans need to be organized in this manner, so

they can formulate common goals by putting pressure on those

public agencies and ons responsible for filling their needs.

In order to apply pressure where it will do the most good,

these parent groups must ma their business -o educate them-

serves regarding exist;_ legislation their cause,



potential sources of funding eded services and Fa-il

procedures involved in applying for _grants and loans, what public

agency or official to go too for liun probiem and ,=-;o on. Much

of this information can be obtained from other established national

handicapped advocacy organizations. (Although it must be remembered,

that the cial relations reservation in -icants have with the

United States government may raise legal questions other groups do

not have to confront.) in general, it is a gor:1 idea for Native

American handicapped advocacy or anirations to e assoc' 7ted

with established national organizations. They can learn from the

experiences of these groups and gain a broader h a sing for

cause.

Native American organizations should not, however, become

dependent on national organizations. This would in the long run

only weaken their cause. As we have seen, the problems of the

handicapped Native American are unique and demand unique solu-

tions. 'While national orni,.. tions can be of great help to Native

American advocacy groups, they cannot ,LItimaCely salve their

problems for them. They must assume this responsibility themselves.

As Phil Roose, Executive Director of the National Association of

Retarded Citizens said at the Inter- Tribal Symposium:

We have learned that no one helps us, . .

unless we help ourselves. We have learned

that we gain strength through unity. Unen
we speak with one voice then we have power.

Then we can exert clout and we can derive

mutual support and mutual strength from unity.

We have also learned at '.ARC that we must respect

the local ways of doiag things. We must: respect

the Navajo way and the Hopi way and the Sioux

As a national ga: ization we can support you.



We can speak on behalf of your needs, but

we must let you find the local solutions

in your own way.

Greater communication and conir,rion between the various

Native American advocacy groups should be fostered. The fir

Inter-Tribal Sympos um should not become the Last Inter-Tribal

Symposium. This kind f open exchange of information, ideas and

strategy can only strenfthen the movement for handicapped Native

eric-n rights.

The logical outcome of this movement is, of course, complete

tribal control of planning and ser,,..,:es for their handicapped.

Ultimate tribal self-determination and independence has long been

the expressed goal of the federal government. In working towards

this end, Cribal organize particularly the Navajo Nation,

have gradually begun taking over and consolidating administrative

responsibility in areas former :laced by federal, state

local agencies. In order

area of faciliti

Nation and o

to this transition in

and services for the handicapped, the Navajo

ribal entities must work on developing the ad-

miniscrative skills, personnel and expertise needed for the

successrui assumption of responsibility.

In the interim, the public agencies that are now responsible

for the welfar _

the handicanoed Native American should work

closely with the tribes to provi_e then with the Cools they need

to achieve a successful takover and they should continue Co work

closely with even after this goal has been achieved. Tribal

self-decermizAtion does not imply federal abdication of its -e-

: to the -rite. It is not a severing of the relation-



ship, but a change in it3 direct'on, The self-determining tribe

will become more like a state in its relationship with the federal

government, and should be entitled to the same kind of aid and

assistance that the states -re in areas such as the construction,

improvement, equipping and mainsaining of facilities for the

handicapped.

All chisthis will necessarily involve a greater idealogical and

financial commitment on the part of the United States government

to the welfare of the handicapped Native American. The investment

will pay off, in the long run, however, e and more

capped Native. Americans, no longer zed to waste their lives

-nm- t expense in outmoded institutions, become independent,

productive members
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